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Memoria de TFG
The Trabajo de Fin de Grado is one of the scariest subjects in the degree. When the last
year approaches, panic starts pouring into students: topic, tutor, dates, oral presentation,
everything is an unanswered question that feels new. Once we get down to it, the TFG is
not so terrifying as it seems at first: it is not much longer than a class essay, and in fact
many students have written longer papers during our degree. And yet, it feels big and
important.
One of the first choices presented is the topic to work with. Fortunately, the field
that currently interests me most is discourse analysis, which offers a wide range of
possibilities: almost anything can be tackled from this perspective, from political
speeches to movies to literature classics. This, together with my tutor’s open-mindedness
and encouragement, gave me the leisure to choose practically anything that called my
attention to work on, and so I chose the phenomenon of Poetry Slam.
For the last year I have been a regular attendant at the Granada Poetry Slam, a
monthly event full of young creative performers. From the moment I found out about its
existence, I considered how interesting an object of study Spoken Word might be from
the perspective of Stylistics, and so I was excited to be able to approach it academically
as well as personally.
The first challenge I faced was that of turning my intuitions into a well-structured
essay format. I could speak for hours about Spoken Word, how ground-breaking and
original it felt to listen and to perform it – but I did not really know how to speak about it
in a way that would be engaging as an academic paper. For this, some theoretical
background was needed. My tutor and I collected some references about the phenomenon
of Slam itself (Sommer, H. et al., 2009; Aptowicz C. 2008), and some about linguistic
approaches that might prove interesting.
A good reference for understanding the foundations of what we were working on
was Montgomery’s Ways of Reading (1992), which I had been working with on a
previous course and which proves to be a comprehensive and user-friendly summary of
how to interpret any text. The most useful discovery for my topic, however, was that of
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Kress’

book

Multimodality:

A

Social-Semiotic

Approach

to

Contemporary

Communication (2010). It speaks at length about the relationship of social context and
social dynamics with interaction and discourse, as well as about the intrinsically
multimodal character of human communication as a phenomenon that happens across
many modes in different ways, and providing specific nuances. The book provided the
main points that finally made it into the paper, and so it is the essential referent for it.
I struggled about including in the paper the concept of interdiscursivity, which is
intricately related to the genre and could have been an interesting counterpart to the
somehow monological approach of multimodality. However, the trouble in finding easy
to access literature on the topic made me feel that I did not have enough domain of the
concepts to defend them on my paper. With my tutor‟s approval, I let it go and focused
on the different modes in slam.
Another thread I left unused was a deeper discussion of poetry as relates to
activism. Andrea Gibson being a good example, Slam Poetry is known for addressing
social issues of injustice and discrimination, and I at first intended to discuss the role of
performance and art as an eye-opener. However, when the direction the paper was taking
started to become clear, I felt that this idea would not fit into the structure and the points
here included. It may be reason enough to come back to this topic in the future.
At the same time as the research for literature, I was also preparing the backbone
of the paper, and the part I found most engaging: the case study. I selected Andrea
Gibson‟s “Yellowbird”, which has long been one of my preferred poems, because of its
theme: it provides a perfect excuse to explore the relations between the different genres
of art. That the performance was accompanied by live music was also an advantage, since
I could explore – to the limited extent that my almost inexistent musical expertise allows
– its contributions.
At first, the analysis of the text I carried out was the one I was used to doing: pure
linguistics. It included syntactic parallelism, lexical groupings, semantic relations… It
was not a bad description of a written text, but it soon proved to be incongruent with a
multimodal approach. A revision and redoing was necessary.
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My tutor proposed that I elaborate a table with the different modes, establishing
parameters and the relationship between them. This was an excellent practice, as I soon
began to see very clearly the networks of intention linking the different modes and
elements. What at first seemed like two complementary but separate things – Gibson‟s
slow pace and their wide open eyes in line 16, for instance – became joined by the thread
of irony and mocking that allowed the audience to understand the performer‟s presented
emotional distance to the attitude of their family. Watching the performance over and
over, I came to a deeper understanding of the threads joining the different modes. I did
not discard my previous analysis, as I still considered it relevant, but I added many
elements that were missing from it. My intention in presenting the description was to
intertwine the different modes as much as possible.
A minor conflict was that of referencing the piece. Speaking of lines or stanzas is
clear and conventional, and yet I struggled again with the incongruence of defending an
analysis independent of writing while going back to the published, “official” text for any
reference to it. I eventually assuaged this worry by adding a parameter of time duration to
the table, in an attempt to place more relevance on the recorded performance, although
the more accessible and intuitive lines have maintained their predominance in the
description.
Some of the skills learned along the process of elaboration of this TFG include
structuring essays and arguments, giving form to abstract intuitions, applying theoretical
concepts to a practical case, or adapting a text to include revisions and redoings. In
summary, the task has been challenging and rewarding.
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1. INTRODUCTION. AIMS.
A Poetry Slam is an event in which poets compete against each other through
performance of their own works. Within three minutes, they recite, sing, dramatize and
interact with the audience, in which a randomly selected jury scores them on a scale of 1
to 10. (Aptowicz C. 2008: xxiii)
The result of these events is Slam Poetry, or Spoken Word Poetry: oral texts
designed to be performed for an audience. Since props and costumes are not allowed, the
slammers have only their bodies and voices to create effective communication. The
resulting pieces receive influence from traditional poetry recitals, but also from the
dramatic scene, from the music scene, from hip-hop, from cultural and social movements
(Sommer, H., Benson, E., & Loomis, A., 2009). As the phenomenon extends and Spoken
Word is expanded, performance poets arise and dodge the limitations of the event of
Slam, such as the lack of musical accompaniment or the time limit.
Motivation for this paper arises out of an interest in the contrast between a
classical conception of poetry as text on a paper which functions as communication from
one author to one reader, and a view which brings the page to life and includes the
audience, turning literature into something living, ephemeral and shared.
Poetry Slam was conceived by Marc Smith, who in 1986 Chicago created the first
official Poetry Slam (Sommer, H., Benson, E., & Loomis, A., 2009). Not only does this
weekly event continue today and all over the United States, but it has extended around
the world, including countries like Spain, where the national event is on its fifth edition
and includes 14 cities (Poetry Slam Spain 2015).
This paper aims to explore the relationship between intralinguistic and
supralinguistic elements in the context of Slam Poetry. By arguing that an approach to the
poetry of Slam must necessarily be multimodal, we intend to carry out the analysis of a
case study, the poem “Yellowbird” by Andrea Gibson, exploring the performed elements
as they relate to the text and to the meaning perceived. The piece uses elements present
both on the page (parallelism, semantic contrasts, rhetorical questions) and on the stage
(pitch, pace, gesture, musical accompaniment) in order to present a convincing, emotive
and personal poem.
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2. LITERARY REVIEW
In order to analyze a specific piece, the first step is to select the theoretical framework to
use. Stylistic discourse analysis presents a wide array of tools from which to select,
ranging from the more linguistic aspects to the more sociolinguistic ones. In the field of
linguistics, the first inconvenient we face is how researchers tend to assume that a study
of human communication is the same thing as a study of language. The enormous task of
theoretical linguistics with all its subfields seems to make up a detailed understanding of
what and how we mean when we express ourselves.
Gunther Kress is a seminal name in the approach of social semiotics and
multimodality, and his book Multimodality: A Social-Semiotic Approach to
Contemporary Communication (2010) is a relevant influence on our method. He offers a
critique of linguistic accounts of communication, which are said to be partial in two
ways: in terms of what linguistics recognizes as significant about speech, and in terms of
what it does (not) tell us about other modes involved (Kress, G. R. 2010: 57). The first
argument points out that there is always selection when deciding what to focus on: a
lexical-morphologic approach will often ignore syntactic arrangements, intonation and
context of situation to focus on what is deemed relevant for analysis, namely words. Over
the last years, the scope has been gradually opened, including a deeper insight into
pragmatics and a greater role of context in order to study discourse. However, language is
still often seen as the only “complete” mode, while others are merely supporting the ideas
expressed in it, and are not worthy of detailed study. It is in the search of a well-suited
method of analysis which takes performance into account that we come across a different
concept:
"Multimodality is an interdisciplinary approach drawn from social semiotics that
understands communication and representation as more than language and attends
systematically to the social interpretation of a range of forms of making meaning. It provides
concepts, methods and a framework for the collection and analysis of visual, aural, embodied
and spatial aspects of interaction and environments” (Jewitt, C. 2013: 250)

From a multimodal point of view, whenever we want to understand a piece of
communication, we must discern how many modes are included in it, which one(s) are
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foregrounded, and which carry more informational weight. This approach comes from an
understanding that the multiplicity of modes is “the normal state of human
communication” (Kress, G. R. 2010: 1), and any study of it must take that into account.
In a typical English textbook for children, for instance, the mode of writing is combined
with the modes of image, color, placement or text highlighting. In a YouTube vlog, the
modes of image and speech are foregrounded but others such as movement, music and
writing may carry big informational weight.
Different modes are, of course, used for different purposes, supplying a specific
logic and structure: speech and writing‟s linearity presents a different hierarchy of
elements than image‟s simultaneity, which must place importance on spatial relations
rather than sequence. Montgomery, in his comprehensive manual Ways of Reading,
argues for the specific qualities of different modes: “Performance extends what is said on
the written page, by adding features of sound that were not notated in the written form. It
also narrows it down, by tracing a specific, spoken path between multiple possibilities
that can co-exist in silent reading.” (Montgomery, M. 1992: 331). That is, while reading
leaves space to the receiver‟s imagination, speech provides a very well-defined set of
characteristics including accent, pace, voice quality, pauses and intonation. As we will
see with the case study, certain expressions would be left too general without their
corresponding interpretation, and are found lacking when they are merely read. As Sarah
Kay puts it, Spoken Word is “poetry that doesn't just want to sit on paper, something
about it demands it be heard out loud or witnessed in person.” (Kay, S. 2011)
Kress bases his concepts on a consistently social perspective of communication.
Everything in language is a consequence of social relations, of the socially transformative
force of interaction. Not only is any piece of communication dependent on the social
situation for the most obvious aspects, such as its context or the relationship between
speakers, but any decision made in communication is based on that situation, and on the
cultural moment. The use of modes is socially made, socially agreed and culture-specific
(Kress, G. R. 2010: 88).
These ideas here introduced will be defended in the next section, as seen in the
case of “Yellowbird”.
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3. CASE STUDY
The case study presented in this paper is Andrea Gibson‟s poem “Yellowbird”, published
in their album of the same name. Gibson, winner of the first Women‟s World Poetry
Slam, is a queer performance poet and activist whose preferred pronouns are “they” and
“their”. (Gibson, A. 2014). The analysis will deal with both the written text (Gibson, A.
2012), which can be found in this paper‟s Appendix, and one recorded performance of it
(Gibson, A. 2008). “Yellowbird” was selected as case study for its theme as well as its
form: it is a defense of art as revolutionary and freeing, and its performance is carried out
as a mixture of genres, modes and discourses, as will be argued throughout this section.

A. METHOD FOLLOWED
In order to conduct the analysis of Gibson‟s poem, five different parameters were taken
into consideration: writing, pace, pitch, gesture and music.
Writing encompasses quite a diverse range of features, those usually studied in the
linguistic fields. The decision to keep it as only one list was taken to emphasize the fact
that sequence, syntax and lexis are all included in one mode, despite their complexities
and differences. Writing involves the only part of the analysis which can be carried out
merely by looking at the poem as published in its book format (Gibson, A. 2011); all
other elements must be taken from a video recording (Gibson, A. 2008). Even so, it is
important to note that, on the stage, there is no direct access to writing: the only link to
the text which the audience has access to is speech, and therefore any linguistic analysis
must be constructed from that point. Adding the other parameters to the mix makes it
possible to take this distinction fully into consideration.
Pace and pitch are both perceived through auditory channels, based on the
performer‟s voice and dependent on their speed and intonation, respectively. Gesture is
the visual parameter, dependent on the performer‟s hands, facial expressions and
positioning. Finally, music accounts for the violinist and the pianist present on the stage,
their role and their interaction with the rest of the piece.
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It is interesting to note, when studying this poem, that we are not actually in the
audience, but watching a recording of the piece from a computer screen. This carries an
extra layer of complexity when analyzing modes and the relationship between speaker
and hearer, since there is a whole intermediary process dealing with a camera, an
Internet-based communication, a platform like YouTube, the web design of said platform,
and a myriad of aspects which this paper will not discuss for simplification purposes.
Therefore, over the analysis we will assume that we have direct access to the live
performance.
A table is first presented in section 3.B to see at a glance some of the most
relevant aspects in the poem, and the interaction between the different modes. As will be
discussed, the desired effect in the audience is a combination of all of these, emphasizing
or questioning one another. The table is followed by a description of its data in section
3.C, providing a more in-depth, qualitative look into the performance‟s aspects. This
description is structured in several parts using criteria of formal and thematic difference:


Lines 1-19. An introduction of the poem, these first stanzas deal with the story
of Uncle Billy, the leading Little Debbie‟s Snack Cake salesman in all of
North America. The lexical field is that of family and small town, and the
approach is mostly narrative.



Lines 20-26. Several rhetorical questions are presented, suddenly changing the
approach, the mood and the perceived theme of the poem.



Lines 27-61. The theme of creativity is tackled by introducing two symbols of
innocence in the figures of children in the midst of an adult world, and the
performer positioning themselves with these innocent figures.



Lines 62-92. Using several artisitic references as models, Gibson argues for
the necessity to make art as the only way to be free.



Overall themes. The poem‟s main ideas are highlighted.

Through the analysis, whether it be in the table, the description or the posterior discussion
(3.D), emphasis has been placed on the interaction between different modes and
discourses which points to the intended effect they all have in common.
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B. ANALYSIS
Line and
Time
1
3

0:00
0:04

Writing

Pace

definite NP:

pause for

“my Uncle Billy”

effect

hyperbole: “all

pause for

of North

effect

Pitch

mocking

Gesture

Music

expansive,
broad

America”

5

0:10

lexical field: list marking
of snacks

understated

list
elements

6

0:15

hyperbole:

pause for

“incredibly

effect

mocking

laughter

mocking

pointing,

proud”

7

0:17

hyperbole: list

fast;

of people

marking

marking list

list

elements

elements
10

0:22

quoting: “Did

slow,

dramatized,

wide eyes and

you hear…?”

rhythmic

mocking, sudden

mouth, extended

lowering of pitch

hands for
disbelief

15

16

0:30

0:34

semantic

slow,

contrast

deliberate

low, serious

pointing to
self, distance

grandeur/nice:

marked with

“And I”

hands

quoting: “So

contrast

dramatized,

wide eyes,

you won the

slow/fast

mocking, US

wiggly

Southern accent

eyebrows,

Nobel prize, did
ya?”

pointing to
implied hearer

12

20

0:42

parallel

slow,

rhetorical

deliberate

low, serious

including
audience, shift

questions:

from laughter to

“Why is art”
23

0:51

breaking

expansive,

seriousness

rhythmic

growing anger

parallelism:

repetitive
circles

“you burn CD
after CD”

25

0:55

parallelism:

pause for

hands apart for

contrast

effect

visual contrast;

piano cue

hand towards

war/music

piano

27

1:01

semantic

parallel

firm vertical

soft, slow

contrast: “Our

NPs

gestures: bars

music

culture is a
prison”

28

1:05

unexpected

contained

expansive,

savior: “Little

excitement

fluid; smile,

Emmy Jones”
32

1:11

“And yes”

contained joy
deliberate,

contained

hands to heart,

rhythmic

excitement

visualizing
words; nodding;
whole body
vibrating with
joy

39

1:26

“I know we
have a bow”

deliberate

certainty

drawing a string

violin cue

in the air
delicately, then
breaking it

43

1:32

innocence

mimicked gun

violin

figure: “staring

pointed at

representing

down the

audience;

the boy‟s

barrels”

shooting

voice
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47

1:42

defiance: “Point

pause for

me in the

effect

command/certainty

body towards
second element

direction of

of dichotomy

glory”
50

1:49

symbol of

mimicking

creativity:

actions: dipping

painting the

brush, painting,
crash on wall

yellow bird
53

60

1:56

2:10

positioning

symbol of

expansive,

freedom:

fluid; fidgety

yellow bird

feet; eyes

flying

closed

analogy:

slow,

emphatic hand

writing poems

deliberate

movements

= giving life
70

2:35

artistic

fast

excitement

mimicry: rising;

referents:

body vibrating,

saxophones

convulsive
movements

78

84

2:52

3:06

parallel

parallel

hand

structure:

rhythm

movement

“desperate for

emphasizes

light/life”

“life”

parallel

no pause,

structure: “if he

blending

certainty

had to/we have
to”

87

3:15

ending

slow,
deliberate

certainty

mimicry: fists,
brushstrokes,
pointing to sky,
paint dripping

92

3:24

leaves stage

music left as
protagonist:
melancholy,
slow
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C. DESCRIPTION
In this section, expressive elements are brought together to paint the big picture presented
by the poem.
i. LINES 1-19
“Yellowbird” starts by pulling the listeners right into a story about the speaker‟s
Uncle Billy, and hoping they catch up. This is done through a long stretch of information,
making for a rather awkward beginning. Over the first four stanzas, we are introduced to
a seemingly comical narration: Billy‟s success at selling Little Debbie‟s Snack Cakes
does not fit the expectations for a poem‟s theme, and neither does the family‟s
exaggerated admiration of this feat (seen in the inappropriate need to tell everyone, the
mocking pitch of the speaker, or their hyperbolic expansive gestures when encompassing
„all of North America‟ in lines 3 and 11). The lexical field of snacks is used on line 5 in
combination with an understated, deadpan tone to stretch the topic to the point of
ridiculousness.
Gibson‟s performance plays with this comedic part through well-placed pauses to
allow laughter (at the end of lines 3, 5, 6 and 11), hand gestures to accompany the words
(especially seen in line 4) and alterations of pace: speeding up for lists and long NPs but
slowing down when information is new or emphasized (lines 1, 11). The unattributed
quotes are dramatized by comically opening their eyes and mouth, and adopting a
Southern accent (lines 16-19), distancing themselves from the words, and even laughing
in disbelief. They also improvise the vocative “baby” at the end of line 11, increasing the
cheeky character of the stanza. Through exaggeration, the performer leads the audience to
seeing how absurd their family‟s behavior is.
There is a basis for the comedy and irony in these stanzas, and it is pointed to in
line 12, as the first hint that Billy may not be the actual protagonist of “Yellowbird”. The
speaker questions their Uncle‟s popularity, unachievable for a poet. This breaking of
topic is accompanied by a sudden slowing down in the performer‟s pace, and the
semantic contrast between his “grandeur” (line 15) and their “nice” hypothetical Nobel
Prize (line 16). So is art introduced as an underdog, unappreciated and forgotten while
shallow achievements are put on a pedestal.
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ii. LINES 20-26
On the fifth stanza, the “real” poem starts, which is to say that Billy is forgotten,
and the speaker introduces the actual theme they want to discuss: art and its relation with
society. This is done through a sudden contrast from the previous story-telling mode to a
series of rhetorical questions. We will often see this derived thematic progression, where
it seems that the topics introduced in each new stanza are unrelated until the pointers
toward a hypertheme become more obvious.
The rhetorical questions force the listener to stop in their tracks and think about
what is going on. The performance gradually increases in intensity as Gibson’s tone
becomes angrier. A parallel structure is established in lines 20 and 21, why + BE + S +
Sc, and then broken in line 23 with an emphatic “How can you burn CD after CD after
CD,” marking the poem’s first direct address to the audience and the first “punch in the
gut” – not only are you a participant character in this story, but you are responsible, and
the speaker finds it difficult to believe your attitude. Buying CDs is metonymically
associated to supporting music (line 26), while buying gas is linked to funding the war
(line 25). The contrastive relation the speaker sets up between these two behaviors
through hand movements and through semantic links implies an either-or situation: you
are either for art, or for violence, and all your choices as a consumer mark you as one or
the other. To add to this idea, the lexical choice of burning CDs points to a destructive
activity, which is furthermore mechanically reproduced (“CD after CD after CD” – note
the performer’s repetitive gestures). Further expressing the performer’s attitude to their
words, a piano starts playing in the background as the first reference to music appears,
creating an interdiscursive dialogue which reinforces the same ideas.
iii. LINES 27-46
“Our culture is a prison,” in line 27, is a direct blow to the head. Gibson does not
use a metaphor or even a simile, but a copular relation with no postmodification: X
equals Y. Something is very wrong here if our culture evokes images of bars (notice the
performer’s vertical gesture), injustice, claustrophobia. A probable question if this is the
case is, who can save us from this prison? The answer: the only hope left is Emmy Jones
(line 28), a little girl in the middle of a numbing educational system (“standardized test”
filled in with a “number-two pencil”, lines 29-30). Through the specificness and
16

definiteness of the description (proper name, type of pencil she is using, situation), the
listener can easily picture her as a reality and wonder about how unexpected she is for a
savior of the whole human culture. “And yes,” (line 32), of course Emmy Jones’ heart is
a hummingbird. The bird as a symbol of freedom and boundless creativity is presented,
later to be expanded in the figure of the yellow bird. It is something small but powerful,
uncontainable: she needs to express herself, and she will do it even if all she has at hand
is a pencil on a test.
This is the first instance of a theme constant throughout the poem: hope is in
children’s creativity. We need to let the young ones share their colorful world with adults,
who have become imprisoned by a grey reality, materialized here in the abstract violence
of the educational system and the physical violence of war. The next instance of a savior
child comes in line 42, with the seven-year-old boy who stares down into the horrors of
adult violence, screaming not for his life, but for his “right to write” (line 45) within a
culture free from oppression.
Gibson’s choice of well-known referents is definitely note-worthy: Van Gogh
(line 30) is famous as a painter of uncontrollable creativity who would not follow the
rules of an adult world and was deemed an outcast. The next reference is to Doctor King
(line 36), a figure not usually related to art but to social justice and activism. Gibson,
however, links him to poetry, showing once again the capacity to unite seemingly
unconnected dots, and to see creativity from a broad perspective. Anything can be art,
and “you and I” (line 35) are too slow to see it, so we should follow little Emmy Jones’
steps – she clearly knows best.
God appears in the poem within a non-assertive context introduced by “I don’t
know,” (line 38) which marks the speaker’s attitude as uncertain about both His existence
and His relation to war (“purple heart,” line 38). What the performer is certain about is
humanity’s ability to turn anything into art: war is transformed into music through a play
on words using “bow” and “strings” as weapons or musical instruments.
The command “point me in the direction of glory,” with all the assertiveness and
performed emphasis of an imperative, is immediately answered by an uncooperative
action: I will run not towards your (implied) definition of glory with its connotations of
war, honor and greatness, but towards a child creating in a vulnerable, despised corner of
the world. The contrast is aided by the performer’s gestures, away from the space visually
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marked as “glory” and towards the wounded corner. The metonymy seen in “a tiny hand”
(line 48) keeps the child anonymous so it could be anyone – the potential for art is in any
imaginative person.
Finally, we come to the protagonist of the poem’s title, the yellow bird. A
songbird with a vivid color, it symbolizes liveliness both visually and audibly, and here
fulfills the task of flying over the walls of oppression. As it is a painted bird, an
impossible bird, it can pass through any wall and fly in any direction. It is an idea of
freedom from any limit, especially seen in the magic of its sound replacing the nationalist
symbol of an anthem with the limitlessness of sky (line 57). The bird, connected with
creation, is then associated to the addressee through the shadows on your glowing face
(line 60) as a joiner, as a bond between all the topics raised: creativity links all of us. The
task of writing a poem is even compared to giving life, an act of pure creation which
“tears” the person doing it.
iv. LINES 62-92
Creating is seen as planting, something you must take care of, watering and
nurturing it so it grows. It is an act of love and selflessness, and you can do it with
borrowed pens (line 62), sharing your resources and art with others. The speaker prays
for a magical act, that of the written becoming reality, an impossible invocation made real
through art. The future tense in “we will write a rainstorm” marks the performer‟s hope
and optimism present throughout the text, which bets on the potential within every human
being, even the inmates at Folsom Prison crying over a blues (line 64).
The next artistic referent present is Frida Kahlo, another painter facing duress to
express her art. Again, the word prison appears, this time identified with her body. As
always, walls and bars try to prevent creativity from expanding and bursting out, but
theirs is a mission bound to fail. Even if her pain made her see only red, she still painted,
and so did the saxophones‟ music, and so did Picasso (line 81). It is impossible to prevent
art from being made, one can merely make it harder: the notes will eventually rise, as
animate beings able to save lives and mark an optimistic future where “people” and
“hope” are coordinated and therefore united as similar entities. Expressions like “the
same way” (lines 65 and 70) connect the different creators, who are sharing the same
irrational need to expand, the same spirit. The connection is furthered by the stanza
18

starting on an ongoing sentence in line 66, which makes no sense without the previous
idea (“I pray tonight we will…”, line 63), as all artists are joined in their plight.
Steeples are not godly, they are merely stone structures with an associated
symbolic meaning. Stained glass and organ keys, however, are art – they are music,
painting, the work of creativity, and therefore sacred. They are personalized and attached
to a feeling of desperation: they need light, which is anaphorically identified with needing
life (lines 78-79), which in turn is the same as needing to create (line 85). Even the
audience can create: they are captivated but not captive, they are breaking themselves out
of prison by becoming active participants. This mention is easily seen as a metareferential
mention to poetry slam and the audience‟s role, participating during the performance and
by scoring the performance, challenging tradition. As Picasso in line 83, they reclaim the
prison as a place of creation, transforming it into something different.
“We have to create”, in line 85, uses a modality of obligation. It is beyond our
choice, and this key idea is emphasized by the short and simple syntactic structure of the
line. Destruction and creation are always joined, but although destruction is associated to
deafening noise, creation is said to be “louder than destruction” (line 86). It is the only
salvation, even if it may seem as pointless as trying to paint the sky: hope is always there,
because Emmy‟s starry night is not dry, it can be worked upon, shared and expanded.
There are still years before her, before all of us, to keep painting.
v. OVERALL THEMES
Using the different modes and resources, the poem establishes several binary
oppositions:
 Child world vs. adult world
 Imagination vs. education
 Freedom vs. prison
 Creation vs. destruction
Those figures who stand as imaginative role models act as transmitters of
something bigger than them. Because creation is such an overwhelming force, they have
little choice but to let it pass through them in spite of any obstacles. This act is by itself
revolutionary, as it must face the harsh reality of violence, both physical (war,
oppression, imprisonment) and cultural (educational system, consumer society, social
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isolation). Their actions are painted as heroic and admirable, since it is thanks to them
that we can still have hope, and that the speaker keeps an optimistic outlook. There is
enough creativity that we can break down the walls, there is enough creativity that the
starry night is not yet dry.

D. DISCUSSION
i. SLAM AS SOCIAL POETRY
When text is performed in a room full of people, a contract is created between the
performer and their audience, whereby all agree to share a certain amount of time
devoted to the activity at hand. The event is ephemeral, existing only at this place and
time, with these people. All of it makes a social phenomenon, happening in a certain way
because of the interactions involved. Slam poetry, when it is seen live, is the result of the
piece, plus its performance, plus its reception.
Apart from the idea that poetry, when performed, gets rid of the layers of written
discourse and becomes something different, there is another point to be considered when
arguing for the social aspect of slam. As we discussed in section 2, modal change tracks
social change: that is to say, a new use of modes is the result of a new social situation. If
slam was created at this time and not another, it is because the cultural conditions allowed
and demanded it. There is a need to break down barriers between poet and audience,
between speaker and listener. As Gibson says, the audience “[refuses] to be held captive
in the belief that they can only listen and watch”. They want active participation, they
want to be thought of, included, respected. In slam, this is done both through the
encouragement to express emotions during the performance (clapping, laughter) and,
most importantly, through the final scoring. It is the audience who decides which poets
get heard again and who puts a conclusion to the evening.

ii. SLAM AS MULTIMODAL POETRY
“Yellowbird” is an example of Slam Poetry‟s unique position as a middle point
between genres, modes and discourses. It may work as a piece of vindicative poetry, and
yet it includes aspects of conversation and story-telling. It may work as a stand-alone
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piece of writing, and yet it is presented through the lens of performance on a stage. It may
work as a poetic performance, and yet it is presented with musical accompaniment.
These expansions of definitions challenge boundaries, and so do the themes of the
poem itself, speaking about all artistic creations as one and the same higher goal:
creativity as a tool for freedom. This being the case, it should be no surprise to see
several genres combining for this poem: most notably poetry and music, but also drama
and acting in the performance.
They do not mix in random ways: when various modes act together, it is in order
to convey a specific message in every possible way. For instance, in line 32, the idea of a
hummingbird in Emmy Jones‟ chest is introduced as a metaphor of the girl‟s boundless
creativity, uncontrollable and desperate for activity. The image is helped by a rhythmic
pace which marks the phonological parallelism (rhyme) and emphasizes the wording
choices. Likewise, Gibson‟s voice provides the emotion necessary to interpret the image
as hopeful and energetic. Gesture provides a degree of visualization, as their whole body
vibrates in excitement and joy, their hands on their heart so Gibson is identified with the
physical sensation evoked.
A further example of how all modes combine to forge one meaning is found in
line 39, where the polysemy of the words “string” and “bow” joins and contrasts the
lexical field of music and of war. Here, the musical accompaniment to the performance
plays a central role as an element of disambiguation, as it begins to play with the
referential cue. In a different performance of the same poem (Gibson, A. 2009), where
there is no music to provide a background, the performer mimics an invisible violin,
using a different mode to create the same effect of aiding disambiguation.
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4. FINAL REMARKS
This paper’s aim is to explore the role of different modes of discourse in Slam Poetry as
they relate to transmission of meaning and to the social situation present. In order to do
this, we explored the theory of discourse analysis and multimodality, and then applied it
to the case study of “Yellowbird”.
It was in the practice that we could appreciate how the genre of Spoken Word has
its power in combining different modes to convey an integrated message: in this case,
society’s need for art as a revolutionary source of social change. And conversely, the
inescapable production of art as a consequence of humanity’s creative nature. We saw
this message in the text, in the performer’s pace, pitch and gestures, in the accompanying
music which was co-protagonist as a referenced piece of art, and in the broader scene of
the Poetry Slam, where art is being created with the collaboration of everyone in the
room.
In this process, we learned about the method of discourse analysis, and the
importance of creating a solid base of information on which to construct a description and
discussion. Working with practical cases is a useful starting point, since it provides the
need to contrast theory and actual language use, seeing what works and making
knowledge become concrete and tangible.
Slam and Spoken Words will be worth talking about in the future, and it is
important to do it from a perspective which is able to describe and discuss its most
relevant aspects. In this sense, the foundations are laid to explore the many ways of
creating art.
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6. APPENDIX
“Yellowbird” by Andrea Gibson, as published in The Madness Vase (2011).
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My Uncle Billy is the leading
Little Debbie‟s Snack Cake salesman
in all of North America.
From Vancouver, British Colombia to Miami, Florida
nobody sells more Fudge Rounds, Swiss Rolls or Nutty Bars than
him.
My family is incredibly proud of this fact.
We tell it to strangers, to the prospective husbands of our nieces,
to the clerk at the drugstore.
We whisper it in church,
“Did you hear about Billy? Yeah, he‟s the leading
Little Debbie‟s Snack Cake salesman in all of North America.”
And I
will never write a poem
that will ever come close
to matching the grandeur of that.
“So ya won the Nobel Prize, did ya? That‟s nice.
Did ya hear Billy put six hundred cream pies
on the rack at the IGA and in three days
that rack was fricken empty…”
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Why is art the first class to be dropped by any public school?
Why are music rooms empty in junior highs
from New York City to Nashville, Tennessee?
How can you burn CD after CD after CD
while filling your tank with an infinite amount of gas
like the war is worth funding
but music isn‟t?
Our culture is a prison
and the only one with the key is little Emmy Jones
covering every inch of her standardized test
with the best number-two pencil version of Starry Night
anyone has ever seen.
And yes,
there is a humming bird in her chest.
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Its wings are beating eighty times a second
for the second it takes you and I to see that
Dr. King did not write a speech called “I Have a Dream.”
He wrote a poem called “I Have a Dream.”
I don‟t know if god will ever have a purple heart
but I know we have a bow
we could pull above the strings of a combat boot
and make it sing
like the voice of a seven-year-old boy
staring down the barrels
of apartheid‟s loaded guns
screaming for the right to write stories
in his mother‟s tongue.
Point me in the direction of glory.
I will run towards a tiny hand
in the most wounded corner of Palestine,
dipping a brush into a can of yellow paint
to paint a feather on a wall
that is so tall only yellow birds can escape,
carrying the hearts of children
on their backs when they do.
And when their wings flap
they make the sound of anthems
being replaced with sky.
I swear I could see their shadows
pass across your glowing face
the night you said you have never given birth to a child
but tear every single time you write a poem.
We are growing our future with every borrowed pen.
I pray tonight we will write a rainstorm
that will fall like the tears at Folsom Prison
the day Johnny Cash smashed his guitar over apathy‟s head.
The way Frida Kahlo in the prison of her own body
had whole years when she could paint nothing but red.
But she painted through the bars
and the locked cells of her pores
the same way saxophones in New Orleans
played music underwater
knowing some of those notes
would rise up towards the air
carrying people and hope to shore.
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I don‟t believe in the godliness of steeples
but I believe in the stained glass
and every key on every organ
that is desperate for light,
„cause we are desperate for life,
for the sight of a captivated audience
refusing to be held captive in the thought
that they can only listen and watch.
Picasso said he‟d paint with his own wet tongue
on the dusty floor of a jail cell if he had to.
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We have to create.
It is the only thing louder than destruction.
It‟s the only chance the bars are gonna break,
our hands full of color
reaching towards the sky,
a brush stroke in the dark.
It is not too late.
That starry night is not yet dry.
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